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The following statement (Piron's Theorem 22) is proved: The lattice Z/(V) of all subspaces of a prehilbert space V is orthomodular if and only if V is complete (i. e. a Hilbert space). §1. Introduction.
In an attempt to formulate the postulate of quantum theory, Piron [1] has studied an irreducible complete orthomodular OAC-lattice. (Piron's irreducible system of propositions. See §2 for a definition.) He has shown that any such lattice of dimension larger than 3 can be realized as a lattice Z/(V) of subspaces of a vector space V in the following manner:
Let K be a field with an involutive antiautomorphism * and V be a vector space over the field K equipped with a definite hermitian form i(x,y*). We consider the case where K is the complex field and V is a prehilbert space with the inner product f.
We need the following lemma which holds for a general K.
Lemma. Any finite demensional linear subset S of V is a subspace.
Proof. Let S be generated by n independent vectors Qr-Q«. Suppose Q is an arbitrary vector in (5 Proof. The "if" part is obvious and we concentrate on the proof of "only if" part.
Assume that Z/(V) is orthomodular.
Step 1. V=S+S L for any subspace S: Take an atom^> not con- Step 3o If P, Q^H and PJ_Q, there exists sequence {z*,} , fe 2 } , both in V such that (1) Ui\_v m , iii\_Q, P_]_v m for all n and w, (2) Mi->jP, r,->Q.
To construct e^« and -L'« by mathematical induction, first choose e«>0 such that e M ->0. Start from z/o^^o^O. Assume that u m and 7y wl for m<n has been constructed in such a way that the condition (1) is satisfied for /, ?n<n, u»^V, v m^V , \\u m -P\\<s m and \\v m -Qft<e m for all ?n<^?i. We then want to construct u n and v n both in V such that (1) is satisfied for I, m<n, \\u n -P\\<e 9 and \\v n -Q\\<* n . This is easily achieved due to Step 2. Take the linear space spanned by Vi~'V H -i, Q as HI and find u n in FRHi such that \\U H -P\\<e n . Then take the linear space spanned by UI~-U H , P as Hi and find v n in such that | v n -Q \ <Ce« .
Step 4, For any P^H, there exists R^V such that Use R' in F with f(P,#')^0 to construct J? = f(P, P)R/i(P, R f^. Now we are ready for the proof of Theorem. Take P and Q = P -P from Step 4. Construct {z/J and {V H } of Step 3. Let S be 
